2. Definitions and elementary properties. Let (X, T) denote the dynamical system consisting of the compact metric space X and the continuous map T from X onto itself. Let d denote the distance in X. We shall tacitly assume T to be a homeomorphism whenever this is necessary-i.e. whenever negative powers of T are considered. By a string A = [a, bi we mean a finite set of consecutive integers \a, a + 1,• • • , h\. By a piece of orbit we mean a set JT'x: x e X, 7 e A\.
Definition. (X, T) is said to have the specification property ((X, T) e SPEC)
if for every f > 0 there is an integer M(e) such that for any choice of points x., tÄT'x, T;Xj) < f for 7 e A j, e&T'x, T'x2) <t for 7 e A2.
(This definition does not depend on the choice of the metric d.)
The motivation for this definition comes from the wish to approximate simultaneously, up to f, two finite pieces of orbit {T'x^: j € Aji and \T'x2: j e A2\
by one periodic orbit. Obviously A. and A2 have to be disjoint: one would like the gap between A. and A2, which corresponds to the time for "switching over" from one piece of orbit to the other, to be as small as possible. Also, one would like the length of the periodic orbit to be as small as possible: this means that the time for "switching back" from the second piece of orbit to the first one should also be small. If (X, T) satisfies the specification property, such a simultaneous approximation is possible, provided that the times for switching from one piece of orbit to the other are larger than M(e). This number depends neither on the approximated orbits, i.e. on the choice of Xj and x2, nor on the cardinality of A, and A2, i.e. on the length of time that the periodic orbit is specified up to f. « This seems a very strong condition, but there are many examples of dynamical systems satisfying it:
(A) Let M be a compact metric space, and X = n*^M the product space with product topology.
An element x of X is a bilateral sequence (x ) z of elements of M. Let T be the shift (Tx)n = x p n e Z. Obviously (X, 7) has the specification property.
(B) If M is a finite discrete space, one obtains by (A) the shift on a finite alphabet; this transformation can also be "represented" as transformation on the unit interval / = [O, 1) by x r-* sx (mod 1) for s= card M. This is an example of an expanding differentiable map (see [17] 
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Thus the periodic orbit here approximates simultaneously k pieces of orbit, and the length of the gaps between the A;'s does not depend on k.
In [16] Ruelle calls this the strong specification property. He also has a weak specification: it is the same as Bowen's, except that x is not required to be periodic (hence no condition on p). The definition used here is in between strong and weak specification.
The class SPEC of systems with the specification property is natural in the sense that it is closed under factors and products. Recall that a ¡actor (or homo- It follows that the powers of T are topologically transitive, i.e. that for every k 4 0 there is an x such that W x\. is dense in X. In particular, (X, T) is an î-flow and therefore disjoint from all minimal flows (see tlO]). Remark also that if (X, T) eSPEC and X has less than c points, then X reduces to one point.
The following lemma is a technicality useful for the study of averaging behaviour of orbits of (X, T).
Orbit specification lemma. Let (X, T) be a system with the specification property. Let e (72 6 Ai or n e Z) be a given sequence of positive numbers.
Then there exists a sequence Mk (k € N) of positive integers such that for any increasing sequence of disjoint strings A = \a , b J with the property that ß"+1 -bn > Mil, and for any sequence %n € X, there exists a z € X such that (1) aXT'z, T'x )<( for j eA , all n.
n -n ' ' n Proof. We consider the case of bilateral sequences, 72 = 0, + 1, + 2,.
• • .
For k > 0 write r¡k = mini 1^ and set Mfe = AKnfe+1/2fe+3). Let An, »eZ.be (2) d(Tjzm, T'xn) < ij2n*X for / e A^.
Let z be the limit of the Cauchy sequence zk, k > 0. We claim that (1) holds.
Indeed, choose k so large that k > 1721 and such that (3) aXT'z, Pzk) < tj2 for ; e Bn.
Then for / € An one has by (2) and (3) aXT'z, Tjxn) < en/2 + f"/2"+1 < ffj. □ This lemma allows one to build orbits almost at will. Remark that the length of the strings A along which z is specified can be arbitrarily large. In a situation like (1) we say that z is specified along the string A by the orbit of xn up V with period p> N such that ii(x, T) 6 U.
The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in [18] or of the corresponding statement for Zv-actions in [16] . (It was proved there for the "strong specification property", but one does not need this extra strength.) One can construct subshifts showing that the "converse" is not true: there exist dynamical systems which are topologically mixing, have periodic points dense in X and COmeasures dense in Af(T), but which do not satisfy the specification property.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1 and the fact that the set of extremal points of a convex set is a G g, one obtains that the set of ergodic measures is the complement of a set of first category in M(T).
Actually, one can show slightly more. Let E; denote the set of those p. e M(T)C M(Tl) which are ergodic with respect to Tl (/ = 1, 2,--. ). If /t e M^ljEpthen ¡1 is said to be totally ergodic. If x has prime period p > /»then u(x, T) e E¡. As a consequence of Theorem 1 one obtains therefore Theorem 2. // (X, T) is a system with the specification property, then the set of totally ergodic measures is the complement of a set of first category in
M(T).
Just as in [18] , one obtains furthermore and this last term tends to ffdp. It follows that the expressions in (4), (3) and (2) have ffdp as a limit for k -♦ », hence u £ VT (x). Claim2. VT/(x)C y for /=1, 2,-.. .
Proof. Let p. e V (x) be given. There is a sequence Mfc T ~ such that (5) ¡i(x, Tl; Mk) -/t for k -. ~.
We will construct a sequence pk £ V such that pk-> pu Let Afc be such that (6) ^i-' = a" +*j, with 0 <*,<«.-a .
One has /xnfe_1 e U^,, ^^ £ fJnjfe and there is a ftfe £ Ur¡k_l n I/^n V. By (5) it is enough to show that for all / £ F, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
